Abstract: An algorithm, the bootstrap filter, is proposed for implementing recursive Bayesian filters. The required density of the state vector is represented as a set of random samples, which are updated and propagated by the algorithm. The method is not restricted by assumptions of linearity or Gaussian noise: it may be applied to any state transition or measurement model. A simulation example of the bearings only tracking problem is presented. This simulation includes schemes for improving the efficiency of the basic algorithm. For this example, the performance of the bootstrap filter is greatly superior to the standard extended Kalman filter.
Introduction
Bayesian methods provide a rigorous general framework for dynamic state estimation problems. The Bayesian approach is to construct the probability density function (PDF) of the state based on all the available information. For the linear-Gaussian estimation problem, the required PDF remains Gaussian at every iteration of the filter, and the Kalman filter relations propagate and update the mean and covariance of the distribution. For nonlinear or non-Gaussian problems there is no general analytic (closed form) expression for the required PDF. The extended Kalman filter (EKF) is the most popular approach to recursive nonlinear estimation 113. Here the estimation problem is linearised about the predicted state so that the Kalman filter can be applied. In this case the required PDF is still approximated by a Gaussian, which may be a gross distortion of the true underlying structure and may lead to filter divergence. Other analytic approximations include the Gaussian sum filter [2] and methods based on approximating the first two moments of the density [3, 4] . A more direct numerical approach is to evaluate the required PDF over a grid in state space 15-91, The choice of an efficient grid is nontrivial, and in a multidimensional state space a very large number of grid points may be necessary. A significant computation must be performed at each point. In this paper we propose a new way of representing and recursively generating an approximation to the state PDF. The central idea is to represent the required PDF as a set of random samples, rather than as a function over state space [lo-121. As the number of samples becomes very large, they effectively provide an exact, equivalent, representation of the required PDF. Estimates of moments (such as mean and covariance) of percentiles of the state vector PDF can be obtained directly from the samples. If necessary, a functional estimate of the PDF could also be constructed from the samples [13] and from this estimates of highest posterior density (HPD) intervals or the mode can be obtained. In Reference 11, an adaptive importance sampling algorithm is presented. This results in large mixture distributions and the technique is computationally expensive.
A recursive algorithm, which we call the bootstrap filter, for propagating and updating these samples for the discrete time problem (see Section 2) is presented and justified in Section 3. The filter is so called because the key update stage of the algorithm (Bayes rule) is implemented as a weighted bootstrap. This was motivated by a result from Smith and Gelfand 1141. A related algorithm is described in the paper by Muller 1121. These sampling techniques avoid the need to define a grid in state space; the samples being naturally concentrated in regions of high probability density. They also have the great advantage of being able to handle any functional nonlinearity, and system or measurement noise of any distribution.
In Section 4, two simulation examples are presented. The second of these is the bearings-only tracking problem. The performance of the bootstrap filter is compared with that of the EKF.
y, E Rp become available. These measurements are related to the state vector via the observation equation
where h,: R" x R' --t Rp is the measurement function and U, E R' is another zero mean, white-noise sequence of known PDF, independent of past and present states and the system noise. It is assumed that the initial PDF A x l 1 Do) = A x l ) of the state vector is available together with the functional formsf, and hi for i = 1, ..., k. The available information at time step k is the set of measure-
The requirement is to construct the PDF of the current state x , , given all the available information: A x k IDk). In principle this PDF may be obtained recursively in two stages: prediction and update. Suppose that the required PDF p (~~-~ ID,_,) at time step k -1 is available. Then using the system model it is possible to obtain the prior PDF of the state at time step k
Here the probabilistic model of the state evolution, ~( X ,~X ,~~) , which is a Markov model, is defined by the system equation and the known statistics of w,- obtained from a purely deterministic relationship (eqn. 1). Then at time step k a measurement y , becomes available and may be used to update the prior via Bayes rule where the normalising denominator is given by AYklD,-l) = P(Y,lX,)P(X,ID,-l) dx, (6) s The conditional PDF of yk given x k , by the measurement model and the known statistics of U, 1 x,), is defined d y k I X t ) = s -hk(x, > uk))P(uk) duk (7) In the update equation, eqn. 5, the measurement y, is used to modify the predicted prior from the previous time step to obtain the required posterior of the state.
The recurrence relations of eqns. 3 and 5 constitute the formal solution to the Bayesian recursive estimation problem. Analytic solutions to this problem are only available for a relatively small and restrictive choice of system and measurement models, the most important being the Kalman filter, which assumes f, and h, are linear and w, and ut are additive Gaussian noise of known variance (see for example Reference 15 or 16). Considerations of realism imply that these assumptions are unreasonable for many applications. Hence the need to find a method of implementation which allows the 108 models to be constructed realistically rather than conveniently. The above steps of prediction and update form a single iteration of the recursive algorithm. To initiate the algorithm, N samples x:(i) are drawn from the known prior p(xl). These samples feed directly into the update stage of the filter. We contend that the samples x,(i) are approximately distributed as the required PDF d x , 1 0,).
Justification
Prediction: The prediction phase of the algorithm is intuitively reasonable. If 
Discussion
As already noted, the great strength of this technique is that no restrictions are placed on the functionsf, and h k , or on the distributions of the system or measurement noise. The only requirements are that Also the basic algorithm is very simple and easy to program. The resampling update stage is performed by drawing a random sample ui from the uniform distribution over (0, 11. The value x:(M) corresponding to
where qo = 0, is selected as a sample for the posterior.
This procedure is repeated for i = 1 , . . . , N . It would also be straightforward to implement this algorithm on massively parallel computers, raising the possibility of real time operation with very large sample sets. The output of the algorithm as a set of samples of the required posterior is convenient for many applications. For example, the posterior probability of the state falling within any region of interest may be estimated by calculating the proportion of samples within that region. Likewise, if there is good reason to believe that the posterior is unimodal, it is easy to estimate the HPD region for each component of the state vector (i.e. for the marginals). It is also straightforward to obtain estimates of the mean and covariance of the state, and indeed any function of the state.
The justification for the bootstrap filter given in Section 3.2 is based on asymptotic results. It is most difficult to prove any general result for a finite number of samples. Likewise it is most difficult to make any precise, provable statement on the crucial question of how many samples are required to give a satisfactory representation of the densities for filter operation. However it is clear that the required number N depends on at least three factors (a) the dimension of the state space (b) the typical 'overlap' between the prior and the like- I D,-,) is significant, many of the samples x:(i) will receive a very small weighting qi, and will not be selected in the resampling procedure. Thus, samples of the prior remote from the likelihood are effectively wasted, and those nearby are reselected many times. The problem is exacerbated if the likelihood falls in a region of low prior density, where there are relatively few samples (also see Reference 14). Through this process, the representation of the PDF may become most inadequate within a few time steps. Indeed if there is no system noise, all of the N samples may rapidly collapse to a single value. In principle one could overcome this difficulty by the 'brute force' approach of employing an enormous number of samples. However to develop practical filters for interesting problems, a more subtle approach is necessary. In the simulation example of Section 4.2, we suggest and implement two modifications to the basic algorithm for this purpose: a roughening procedure to jitter the resampled values and a prior editing scheme to boost the number of prior samples in the vicinity of significant likelihood. There is much scope for research into the development of such modifications to the basic algorithm to improve efficiency.
The sampling technique proposed by Muller [12] differs from our method in the update stage; the prediction phase being identical. Muller's update scheme is an accept/reject procedure. Each prior sample x:(i) is considered in turn. It is accepted as a posterior sample with a probability proportional to p(y, I x:(i)), otherwise it is rejected. One disadvantage of this scheme is that the sample size is random and decreasing. The main subject of Reference 12 is an algorithm for expanding the prior sample by resampling from an envelope density fitted to the original prior sample.
Simulation
We present two examples which illustrate the operation of the bootstrap filter. Estimation performance is compared with the standard EKF. The first example is a univariate nonstationary growth model taken from References 8 and 10. The second is a practical, bearingsonly tracking problem, over a four-dimensional state space.
One-dimensional nonlinear example
Consider the following nonlinear model [SI X, = O .~X , -, + 2 5~, -, / ( 1 + x : -~) bootstrap filters were both initialised with the prior PDF p(xo) = N(O,2). Fig. 2 shows the result of applying the EKF to 50 measurements generated according to eqn. The true state is represented by a star, EKF mean is given as a solid line and the dashed lines give the 95% probability region (note that for convenience we refer to the interval between the 2.5 and 97.5 percentile points as the 95% probability region). The graph has been clipped at k40. The actual value of the state is within the 95% probability region on only about 30% of occasions. Fig. 3 shows the result of directly applying the bootstrap algorithm of Section 3.1 with a sample size of Fig. 4 shows, the posterior can be bimodal in this example. At a couple of time steps, the actual state is just outside these percentile estimates, and quite often it is close to one of the limits. However, most of the time the actual state is very close to the posterior mean, and performance is obviously greatly superior to the EKF. Running the bootstrap filter with larger sample sets gave results indistinguishable from Fig. 3 , and this is taken as confirmation that our sample set size is s u acient. The relatively high system noise probably accounts for the reasonable performance of the basic algorithm 110 using only 500 samples : the system noise automatically roughens the prior samples. Fig. 4 shows estimates of the posterior density from both the bootstrap filter and the EKF at k = 21. The L -~d C l L . 131 reconstructed from the posterior samples. It has a bimodal structure, with the true value of located close to the larger mode. The Gaussian PDF from the EKF is remote from the true state value at this time step.
Bearings-only tracking example
In this example, the target moves within the x-y plane according to the standard second-order model A more detailed analysis of the filter performance for the x and i co-ordinates is given in Figs. 8 and 9 for the bootstrap filter, and in Figs. 10 and 11 for the EKF. For the bootstrap filter, the actual co-ordinate value is practically always within the 95% probability region. 
~~~~
The continuous line shows the trajectory estimate (the mean of the posterior PDF) from the bootstrap filter and the dashed line gives the EKF estimate. After an initial period of uncertainty the bootstrap filter quickly homes onto the target, whereas the EKF rapidly diverges. The performance of the bootstrap filter is clearly superior to that of the EKF for this example. Although the mean of the posterior distribution has been chosen as a point estimate of the target state, there is of course more information available from the bootstrap filter. This is typified by Fig. 7 which shows the   (x, y ) co-ordinates of 500 out of the 4000 samples from the posterior PDF at time step 24. The true state is shown by a triangle. The skewed nature of the samples towards the lower right corner highlights the nonGaussian nature of the PDF. However, the EKF is consistently over-optimistic about its tracking performance, and serious divergence occurs after k = 13. The implementation of the bootstrap filter for this example using a modest number of samples requires some ingenuity. This is for reasons discussed in Section 3.3: at the start of the track and as the target approaches the observer, there is only a small 'overlap' between the prior and the likelihood. Two schemes have been implemented for combating the consequent reduction in the number of truly distinct sample values.
Roughening: The first of these is a roughening procedure. An independent jitter ci is added to each sample drawn in the update procedure. ci is a sample from N(0, Jk), where J , is a diagonal covariance matrix. The standard deviation U of the Gaussian jitter corresponding to a particular component of the state vector is given by
where E is the length of the interval between the maximum and the minimum samples of this component (before roughening), d is the dimension of the state space, and K is a constant tuning parameter. By taking the standard deviation of the jitter to be inversely proportional to the dth root of the sample size, the degree 112 of roughening is normalised to the spacing between nodes of the corresponding uniform rectangular grid of N points. In this example, K = 0.2 has been chosen. Thus the standard deviation of the Gaussian jitter is 20% of the node spacing on the equivalent rectangular grid. Clearly the choice of K is a compromise. Too large a value would blur the distribution but too small a value would produce tight clusters of points around the original samples.
Prior editing: The second procedure artificially boosts the number of samples of the prior in the vicinity of the likelihood. If one is prepared to delay the state estimate by one time step, this may be achieved by subjecting the samples from the update stage to a coarse, pragmatic acceptance test (which effectively edits the prior):
(a) Take the sample xk(i) and pass it through the roughening procedure and system model to generate By employing these techniques of roughening and of accepting only 'useful' samples, the results presented have been obtained by propagating only N = 4000 samples. In four-dimensional space a grid of this size would have only about 8 points on each co-ordinate. Note that the number of samples rejected by the prior editing test is in some sense a measure of the useful information contained in the measurement. The few measurements taken as the target flies past the observer are most informative, and for these time steps the number of rejected samples rose to about 1OOOOO. Before and after the fly-past period, the target is moving approximately along a radius vector of the observer, and so the observed target-bearing is almost constant. During these periods the number of rejected samples is low (between about 10 and 100) as successive measurements contribute little new information. This effect is also clear in Fig. 8 : the limits of the 95% probability region converge during fly-past. The EKF performance after time step 15 is especially poor because the filter has seriously misinterpreted the valuable measurements at fly-past.
It should be noted that the EKF results are from a naive application of the filter, directly to the given system and measurement model. A reparameterisation of the problem using modified polar co-ordinates (see Aidala and Hammel [17] ), to help separate the observable and unobservable elements of the state, may well have performed better. Also the prior editing test employed with the bootstrap filter has no direct equivalent in the EKF formulation. However, it is possible to perform a gating test on each bearing measurement. For example if an EKF innovation were unexpectedly large, the corresponding measurement could be ignored. With the accep- tance threshold set to + 3 standard deviations, IO of the bearing measurements after the target passed the observer were ignored. Although the EKF was then acting only as a predictor, the estimation error was much reduced. However the actual state was still only rarely within the 95% probability region.
Conclusions
A new algorithm, the bootstrap filter, for implementing recursive Bayesian filters has been presented. The required posterior distribution is produced as a set of samples. and the method is not restricted by considerations of analytical tractability.
However for many interesting problems, the number of truly distinct values in the sample set may rapidly collapse. To remedy this difficulty, two somewhat ad hoc schemes (a roughening and a prior editing procedure) have been proposed. These procedures have been implemented in the simulation of a nonlinear bearings-only tracking problem with a four-dimensional state vector. The simulation shows that even with a modest number of samples, the bootstrap filter is far superior to the standard extended Kalman filter.
Further work is necessary to derive practical methods, with rigorous theoretical foundations, for avoiding the collapse in the number of distinct values in the sample set. It would also be most useful to develop some guide to the number of samples required for satisfactory bootstrap performance. Further Monte Carlo simulation studies should be performed to provide a quantitative assessment of filter performance for important nonlinear problems. 
